
• As I headed along Maenam 1 on Saturday afternoon I 
slowed down as I passed the Mosque just to see if No Balls 
and DFL were having their pre-Hash pie and a pint with the 
ever-friendly Imam but they were nowhere to be seen so I 
carried on to the well trodden Laager site to find an 
assortment of the faithful preparing for the event but hold 
on, there’s only one Hare present, where’s DFL I enquired ? 
Oh! says No Balls he’s out laying the paper….delegation it’s 
called.



• We waited for the 
return of the errant 
Hare but to no avail, 
could he be lost on his 
own trail? After a 
briefer than brief 
description we set off 
to rescue the missing 
one!



It wasn’t long until we 
were atop the 
mountain and 

scanning for any signs.
DFL



One check led to 
another and the Split 
sent the Rambos
further up into the 
clouds while the 
Wankers had a more 
pleasant downhill trot 
which took them all 
safely back to base.



• At least DFL  had made it 
back in one piece and within 
10 minutes newly returned 
Banana Bander and Pink Willy 
came roaring in with PW 
edging it by a short willy, the 
rest of the racers all breezed 
in and so we had plenty of 
time to guzzle and exchange 
opinions on the merits ,or lack 
of, of the Trail.



Circle time and keeping 
things short just a couple of 
views and then onto the 
vote which went with a 
resounding shout for Great 
Hash so relief for the Hares 
and onto other matters 
with the returners Banana 
Bander and Banana 
Straightener, No name 
Marcus and his lady and 
Quartermaster and Tootie
Froootie all delighted to be 
back to the fold.
Leavers, only one in the 
shape of DFL who is winging 
his way back to visit his 
loving family.



Squealers took the 
form of BB who 
dragged in all the 
Rambos minus Go 
Round Again all for a 
variety of crimes while 
Big Yin saw to the task 
of accusing a group of 
Wankers of 
Checkhanging these 
included Tootie, 
Marcus and lady plus 
Frog’s Legs who he 
invited to take the seat 
of shame.



It was such a well 
behaved Circle with none 
of the usual interruptions 
that next weeks Hare 
was called and Big Yin 
will make his efforts near 
the Baan Sacket market 
at 16:00 on Saturday 
17th Sadly the England 
team couldn’t make the 
dream come true but 
what a great effort and 
congratulations to the 
Azzuris.
Remember we 
need Hares so step 
up and get in 
touch with No 
Fuckin’ Clue.


